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I was lucky enough to visit

Antarctica in early January as a

guest of America's National

Science Foundation.

I was with eight other science

reporters who were chosen to
visit and report on the science

conducted there first hand. We

also spent 27 hours at the very

bottom ofthe world, Amundsen

- scott Base at the south Pole.

Antarctica is an awesomely

beautiful place and some of the

most important research

anywhere is underway there. lt
was indeed an honour to see it
and for me it fulfilled a life long

dream to visit Antarctica.

Being a meteorologist, I was

keen to see the forecasting

offices, and to find out the latest

on the climate change research

being conducted. The ice cores

being retrieved from the

Western Antarctic Ice Shelf site

(WAIS Divide) about 1000 miles

from McMurdo are promising to
give us the most accurate record

of Earth's climate history to
date. These cores are being

drilled right now. They are kept

at a constant 20 degrees below

zero and will be shipped to the

National lce Center in Denver

Colorado.

As television weathercasters we

all know that operational

forecasting can be a challenge

anywhere. lmagine though, the

difficulty of having to forecast

the worst weather on Earth with

almost no surface data, and just

a handful of satellite images a

day! This is the situation

conf ronting the forecasters

everyday in Antarctica.

The forecasters in McMurdo are

primarily there for operational

flights forecasts and to take

observations. Forecasting for

the field camps where much of
the Science is done is also a

major responsibility. Weather in

Antarctica can change very

rapidly. I found this out first

hand when I was trapped (Not

unhappily I might add) at the

South Pole for the night. I say

night, but the sun was 22

degrees above the horizon for
the entire time!

You may wonder how you can

forecast for an area

considerably larger than the
continental USA, with just a few
surface observations and two
soundings. lt's not easy! The

National Center for Atmospheric

Research in Boulder, Colorado is

now running a weather model

for Antarctica. This data is

transmitted to McMurdo daily

and forecasters told me that it
has really helped. At this
latitude, GOES images are

useless but a few polar orbiting
satellite images are received.

Suffice it to say, forecasting is a

whole different game "on the
ice".

Nearly 1,000 people live and

work at McMurdo in the

summer (Dec.- Feb.) and about

150 will winter over during the
Iong and bitter cold polar night.

McMurdo is by far the largest

science base in Antarctica and

resembles a noisy and at times
dusty mining camp! One tanker
ship a year reaches the base and

brings fuel and supplies for the
South Pole station as well.

Flights to and from McMurdo

are the responsibility fo the New

York Air National Guard. The

flight from Christchurch New

Zealand to McMurdo is 5 hours

and feels like you are entering a

war zone. People and cargo are

all in one giant cabin. Ear plugs

are a must!

The Antarctic treaty between 46

nations prohibits military

activity on the continent but
transport by military units is

allowed, and the New York Air

Guard are among the few crews

anywhere with the equipment

to operate safely here. You Iand

on an ice runway near McMurdo
in a C17. The flight to the South

Pole in on an 1C130 and takes

three hours from McMurdo. You

land on skis at the Pole, right in
front of the new station. Planes

to the Pole stay only long

enough to discharge cargo and

passengers and then reload, and

the engines are kept running the

entire time.

At the edge of the base is the
hut built by Robert Falcon Scott

the British explorer who dies

returning from the Pole in 1911.

Just weeks after losing the race

to the South Pole to Roald

Amundsen. Entering the hut is

like walking back a century in

time. The dry frigid air of
Antarctica has preserved almost

everything.

At the South Pole, there were

270 people there during my

visit. Only about 45 people will

winter over at the Pole. Most of
the science is done in Summer

but the South Pole telescope

will get it's best observations in

the bitter cold and stable dark

winter months.

Arriving at the South Pole is an

experience that is other worldly!

It was -26C when I landed but

the cold is not the biggest

factor. The extreme cold

weather gear you are given by

the NSF is very good.

The altitude is the real issue.

The Pole is on nearly 3 km of ice

at an elevation of 9,300 feet.

The very cold air at the bottom

of the world will make an

altimeter read over 10,500 feet!

We were given Diamox tablets

to help with breathing, but

walking around in 24 pounds of

cold weather clothing at that
elevation is challenging to say

the least!

You may have wondered how

wind direction is reported at the

South Pole, since every direction

is North ! lf you guessed they

used longitude lines then you

would be correct. A North wind

would be a wind coming from

the prime meridian that runs

through Greenwich in the UK. A

south wind is along the

lnternational Date Line. This

method of grid wind reporting is

used in all ofAntarctica, since
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even at McMurdo the longitude changes rapidly

between stations a few hundred miles away.

The University of Wisconsin is working with the
NSF to install automated weather stations at as

many places as possible to gather a more

complete climate record. You can read about this
project on their website here:

http://amrc.ssec.wisc.ed u/aws. html

McMurdo weather is broken down into 3 basic

categories, Condition 3 means wind chills are not
below -60C and the winds are less than 55 mph.

All activities go on as usual in condition three. lf
the wind chill reaches -73C (-100F) and or the
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visibility drops to less than 35 meters (or winds

exceed 48 knots) then a condition one is issued.

During a condition One everyone must stay in the

building they are in until weather improves.

One of the highlights of my stay was the annual

rugby match between the USA team at McMurdo

and the team at New Zealand's Scott Base over

the hill. Rugby is wildly popular among the Kiwis

and the USA team has never won a match. They

lost 23 to nil this year! The Kiwis say the

Americans are getting better and practice just a

little now before the match !
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All in all it was an incredible experience. I count

myself lucky to be among the very few humans

who can say they have stood at the bottom of the

world. The next time you find yourself

complaining about a difficult forecast, just

remember the forecasters on the ice and feel

lucky to have too much data !

Dan Satterfield

Chief Meteorologist

WHNTTV

Huntsville, Al

By PaulGross

I am at a very enjoyable part ol
my career as a broadcast
meteorologist: I have been doing
this job long enough to develop
excellent perspectives on the
history and trends of presenting
the weather, but I am still young
enough to be enthusiastic about
what I do and about the future of
what WE do. One of the benefits
to meeting some of you over the
years is the opportunity to
experience each other's work
through our conversations and
videos, and I have seen how so
many of you do
such a wonderful
job
communicating
our science.
Something else I

have noticed is
how increasingly
important science
and environmental
reports are
becoming to our
viewers, The irend
is unmistakable,
and we need to
think about how
we can be more
than "just"
Weather
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Presenters: we need to evolve
into Station Scientists.

It is important to remember that
we are our viewers' closest link to
the science communiiy, so we are
the ones they trust most to
provide them with information
and proper perspeciive about
science and environmental
stories. When a major
earthquake, volcano, tsunami,

It is important to
remernber that we
ate our viewers,

ctosest link to the
sctence comrnunity

chance for the crew
to return safely).
Could one of our
newsroom
reporters have
explained what I

did? Probably not.
The next day, one
of my direciors told
me that she was
watching at home,

our
newscast
after the live
report from
ihe scene of
the train
derail, and it
gave our
viewers
outstandi ng
perspective

y told me
go find some

methyl alcohol and prepare a

story demonstraiing to our
viewers just how dangerous it
was to have this leaking from the
damaged train. I went to a local
chemical company and
purchased some methyl alcohol,
interviewed the man who sold it
to me (he said that methyl alcohol
is so volatile that some people
use it as fuel in their race cars),

aboui how dangerous the leaking
methyl alcohol was. Yes, a
newsroom reporter could have
done the story that I did, but it
was a stronger story coming from
a scientisi.

Here is one more example: most
of you will remember the tragic
day that the Space Shuttle
Columbia burned up on re-entry,
killing the entire flight crew. The
incident occurred at about 0900
on a Saturday morning, so my
newsroom decided to do a special
one-hour special news
programme at 1800 (our normal
newscast at that time is thirty
minutes). We had many reports
about what happened, and we
profiled each of the seven
members of the flight crew.
During the show, I took a little
model of the shuttle and
explained how the shuttle slows
down upon re-entry, and how
tremendous amounts of energy
are converted to heat on the
spacecraft's underside (later, as
you know, it was determined that
a small piece of debris damaged

and thai my explanation was the
only part of the newscast that
truly gave her a perspective about
what may have happened up
there.

To sum up, it is no longer
sufficient to "just" present the
weaiher. You also need to be the
one at your channel thai they turn
to for explanations on any story
that involves science or the
environment. Your viewers will
benefit from your expertise, and
you gain added credibility. When
viewers recognize me and say
hello, most of them always
comment first about how much
they appreciate all of the "extra"
things lprovide in our news
programs. Sometimes, it is just
telling them about a meteor
shower or explaining a lunar
eclipse, but our viewers do notice.
I look forward to hearing about
some of the successful ideas you
have tried, Perhaps we will
feature some of them in a future
issue of Up Frontl
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hurricane, solar flare, or chemical
incident occurst we are who they
want to hear with information and
explanations, We must be ready
to talk about these subjects, and
sometimes with litile iime to
prepare. More imporiantly, we
need to make it clear to our news
managers and producers that we
WANT to be part of their coverage
of these events.

Here is an example: a few years
ago here in Detroit, a train
derailed and one of the tanker

cars carryrng
methyl alcohol

damaged and
leaki ng.

a fire or
police

uated a two
kilometre

My
sent

usual number
reporters to ihe

to do live
s. Then, my

manager
me walking

and then went to a local fire the front of one of its wings
department where we videotaped during liftoff and, once the
a test to show how fasi it burns. incredibly hot temperatures got
Thisstorywasthesecondstoryin inside the wing, there was no


